Harris Tweed
Shop

Groverprint & Design, Newtonmore

Welcome
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Genuine Harris Tweed is woven by the islanders in their
homes on the Outer Hebrides from pure virgin wool, dyed and
spun in the remote region of Scotland.
We fell in love with the stunningly beautiful, subtle colours,
designs, exceptional quality and wear-ability offered by Harris
Tweeds.
This season we have selected, along with our classic range of
cloth a wonderful selection of beautifully coloured traditional
heavy weight and the new lighter weight yarns to weave into
Harris Tweed cloth many of which are designed and produced
exclusively for ourselves. Available by the metre or tailored
into quality garments for both ladies and gents.
Tweed has always been a quality cloth and has retained its
fashion status. The traditional and instantly recognisable style
of Harris tweed cloth is unsurpassed.
Soft tweedier country style cloths and the move back to quality
and last-ability, away from our current throwaway society and
the choice of today's caring customer.
Our beautiful ladies and men's wear is traditional yet much in
style and for fashion conscious gentlemen a reaction to the
informality of recent years.
We are delighted to be able to offer a unique range of superb
Harris Tweed, clothing and accessories and we hope you shall
share in our enjoyment of owning one of the worlds iconic
luxury products.

Tabetha Jacket
This much sought after stylish jacket has already
built up a cult following – and like the clothes
these libertines are seditious, exciting and at the
cutting edge of British fashion.
Designed for individuals with intelligent style who
like to stand out and look fantastic; Sublime
tailoring and luxurious Harris Tweeds are
contrasted with durable brocades and gorgeous
linings.
Made exclusively for ourselves and available in
standard sizes 8-20.
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Lightweight Jacket
These Lightweight Harris Tweed Jackets are
more ﬁtted and are woven with a much ﬁner yarn
making it lighter to wear.
There are three tweed designs, Angus, Fergus
and Hamish which feature two slanted pockets,
two side vents and a viscose rich lining.
Available in a range of sizes.

Man Three Quarter Coat
and Munro Bag
Man's ¾ Coat
Superb man' ¾ length coat with
both zip and button closing.
Fully lined, available in sizes S-XL
in Charcoal or Brown Herringbone.
Munro Bag
A roomier man's bag, available in a
selection of tweed colours and patterns.
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Pembroke Coat
Classic cut ¾ length Pembroke Coat is available
In Ghillie Green as shown or Light Pink in sizes 8-20.
This can also be custom made in any of our Fabrics
To any standard size.

The Taransay Suit
Expertly tailored in a more modern style in either
a two or three piece suit. The jacket is available in
the Marr two button style.
The waistcoat of the three piece suit is V necked,
lower peaked with twin pockets, ﬁve buttons and a
rear adjuster.
The trousers are half lines to the knee for comfort.
With single pleats two front pockets and one rear
pocket. A zip ﬂy and belt loops.
Trouser leg are unﬁnished and can also be
tailored with standard or turn-up bottoms to
complete the styling detail.
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Hacking Style Jacket
A great wearable jacket for most occasions
Available in a range of sizes.
See online for seasonal patterns and colours.

Belted Cape
A Longer line cape with a belted waist.
Sizes form extra small to extra large.
See online for latest cloth patterns all
complimented with stunning linings.
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Hooded Cape
This beautiful one sizes cape with
fashionable attached Hood is ﬁnished with
stunning complimentary linings.
See online for seasonal fabric.
Colours and designs.

Shortie Jacket
A great ﬁtted jacket available in a range of
colours with beautiful matching accessories.
Sizes from extra small to extra large.
See our site for current availability.
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Classic Jacket
Designed for today's gentleman, the cut of the
classic Harris Tweed single breasted jacket is
timeless. The jacket and cuff buttons are
made from leather; a traditional half-canvas
interlining holds the jacket's shape and
provides resistance to creasing. Available in a
range of colours and sizes.

Accessories
We offer a selection of beautiful
luxury accessories, please see
our website for more details.
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Custom-made

Traditional
Three-piece Suit
A beautifully tailored three piece suit cut from the ﬁnest Harris
Tweeds in a traditional style.
The hand ﬁnished detailing makes this a proud edition to your
wardrobe and should ensure many years of comfortable wear.
Comprising a Glen style jacket with three button closure and
centre vent rear. Two pockets ﬂapped, ticket pocket and
breast pocket.
The Waistcoat is V necked with twin peaks,
satin back and rear adjuster.

The trousers are fully cut and half
lined to the knee for comfort. With
two front and one rear pockets.
They are high waisted with a rear
ﬁshtail riser, which eliminates the
gaping shirt line between the
trouser and the waistcoat. Brace
buttons are ﬁtted as the only
means of support. Heavy weight
trousers hang better in this style.
A button ﬂy and turn-up bottoms
complete the detailing for a more
traditional look. These may well
be the most comfortable pair of
trousers that you could ever own!
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Retro Suit
Retro Look Suits are coming back. This loose ﬁt style suit with
period detailing and a selection of beautiful complimentary satin
linings, will make this a handsome addition to your wardrobe.
It's hard to decide between either a 2 piece double breasted
or the 3 piece single breasted Retro styled suit.
with great detailing and made from our selected
Harris Tweeds and selected distinctive linings.
The structured jacket has
wider lapels, three button front
with a single rear vent, straight
cut pockets and a ticket pocket
with a four button cuff.
A matching waistcoat is cut
fairly squarely so as not to be
too deep around the arms and
has twin pockets.
The trousers are high waisted
with a traditional rear ﬁshtail
riser for brace buttons and
side adjusters. A button ﬂy
and twin pleats help create a
loose ﬁt look with a wider
bottom to the trouser leg with
turn-ups.
Lined in matching satin.

Jackets
Glen
Traditionally tailored jacket with
three button and single vent.
Four front pockets including a
ticket pocket.

Marr
A more relaxed look, with two button
closure and twin rear vents. A
beautiful addition to any mans
wardrobe.

Shooting
An extremely smart shooting and
hunting Gentleman's
Jacket. With shooting vents, two
front patch pockets and a breast
pocket. Leather Buttons.
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Trousers & Waistcoats
Trousers
Are available in two distinctive styles, both fully lined.
Traditional, high waisted with a ﬁshtail riser designed to
be worn with braces, with a button ﬂy twin pleats and
turn-ups.
Tailored, with a regular waist band, belt loops, brace
buttons, single pleats and zip ﬂy.
See online for further details.
Waistcoats
Are available in six distinctive styles.
See online for further details.

Plus Fours
Full cut traditional style giving a deeper rise. To close 4"
below the knee with front pockets fitted with belt loops
zip fly and adjustable closures on the leg.
These sports or walking pants are independently lined.
Worn with a jumper these may well make the most comfortable pair
of walking or stalking plus fours that you have ever owned.

Socks & Garters
The Contemporay Country Sock.
Made in 3 ply Merino acrylic blend
for comfort, strength and machine
wasability at 40 degrees, fully
reinforced through foot area.
Available in a range of colours.
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Caps
Classic Styles
Made to Order

"Strathisla" style
Traditional 8 Piece cap with button in centre of the crown, top
stitched seams on each segment. Finished in the traditional way
with Hessian interlining and studded peak with no plastic support.
"Strathdon" style
Traditional shape with deeper back and rounded bevels.
Finished in the traditional way with Hessian interlining and
hand-sewn peak.

Cloth by the Metre
These are woven for us by hand on the looms of
crofters as they look out to the white sands of the
remote islands beaches and bays.
These remote islands make up the wild yet beautiful
outer Hebrides, an archipelago lying off the
magniﬁcent Western coast of Scotland.
Own some today!
Our genuine Harris tweed is available in cut lengths
by the running metre and the famous Harris Tweed
Authority's authentication label.
See our website for current colours and designs.
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Thank you for requesting our brochure.
We do hope that you shall ﬁnd something
beautiful to order from our selection of
World renowned cloth and ﬁnished clothing.

Celebrating 100 years
of Harris Tweed

Main Street, Newtonmore, PH20 1DD
Tel: 01540 670 188
shop@harristweedshop.com
www.harristweedshop.com

Come and Visit us...
NEWTONMORE | HIGHLANDS

